Foundations C Teacher’s Manual

LESSON

119

Text
Workbook 119.2 – The History of Bikes

Skills
SYSTEMATIC PHONICS: Read the sounds, in order of frequency, of the multi-letter
phonogram si . Decode words with the multi-letter phonogram si . Decode foursyllable words.
SPELLING ANALYSIS: most, confusion, party, might, window
VOCABULARY: Count the number of morphemes in a word.
COMPREHENSION & FLUENCY: Use context to identify the meaning of an unknown
vocabulary word. Recall facts. Relate the text to the reader’s personal experience.
COMPOSITION: Write a list of keywords. Use descriptive words.

Materials
NEEDED: LOE Whiteboard, Basic Phonogram Flash Cards si and ti , box, Phonogram
Game Cards, bags for half of the students, timer, Lazy Vowel Chart, LEGO® bricks,
scissors, 4 colors of dry-erase markers
OPTIONAL: Phonogram Game Tiles, wheels of various sizes, small rocks, Rickshaw Girl
by Mitali Perkins

Systematic Phonics
The Phonogram

si

Show the Phonogram Card si .

Basic Phonogram Flash Cards si and

ti

This says /sh-zh/. /sh-zh/
What is the same about /sh/ and /zh/? The position of my
mouth.
Place your hand on your throat as you say /sh/ and /zh/. How are these sounds different? /zh/ is voiced.
/sh/ is unvoiced.
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Can you sing the sound /sh/? no
Is it a vowel or a consonant sound? consonant
Can you sing the sound /zh/? no
Is it a vowel or a consonant sound? consonant
Show the Phonogram Cards si and ti .

What is the same about these? They both say /sh/. They both end in an I.
Write /sh-zh/ three times on your whiteboard.
Which one is the neatest?

Knitting Knights

Open Knitting Knights to the si page and point to the
phonogram si on the page.

Knitting Knights

What does this say? /sh-zh/
Listen for this phonogram as I read the words.
Read the page to the students two times. Then look at the page with the students. Segment a word
from the picture aloud. Ask the students to point to the correct picture.

Phonogram Collection - Individual
119.1 Phonogram Collection – page 228

Box
Phonogram Game Cards

Hide the 27 Phonogram Game Cards learned so far in
Foundations C throughout the room. Provide the student
with a box. He should go around the room collecting. Each time one is found, he must read it
correctly to add it to his box. If he misreads the phonogram, he gives it to you to hide again.

Phonogram Collection - Classroom
119.1 Phonogram Collection – page 228

Bags for half of the students
1 set of Phonogram Game Cards for
every 4 students
Timer

Select the 27 phonograms learned so far in Foundations
C from sets of Phonogram Game Cards. There should be
one set for every 4 students. Mix all the selected cards
together. Divide the class into two groups - the collectors
and the sellers. Divide the selected cards amongst the sellers so that each seller has 13 or 14
cards. Provide the collectors with a list of phonograms. The collectors are to travel from seller
to seller asking for phonograms by sound and spelling hint. If the seller has it, they are to give
it to the collector. If the seller does not have that phonogram, they should say, “Go collect
elsewhere.” Set a timer. Who can collect the most phonograms?
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Spelling Analysis
Spelling Analysis

Teach the words using the steps for Spelling Analysis.
Direct students to write the words on their whiteboards
or with Phonogram Game Tiles.

Word
1. most

2. confusion

Red and blue dry-erase markers
Lazy Vowel Chart

Sentence

Sayto-Spell

Markings

Spelling
Hints

Most trees are very tall.

mōst

mōst

Put a line over the /ō/. I and
O may say /ī/ and /ō/ when
followed by two consonants.

Her question revealed her
confusion.

kŏn fū zhŏn

2

con fū sion

O may say /ŭ/ next to W, TH,
M, N, or V. Put a line over the
/ū/. A E O U usually say their
long sounds at the end of the
syllable. Underline /zh/ and
put a 2 over it. /sh-zh/ said
its second sound. Add to the
Lazy Vowel Chart.

3. party

You are invited to my birthday
party.

par tē

par ty

Underline /ar/. Put a 4 over
the /ē/. /y-ĭ-ī-ē/ said its fourth
sound. Y says /ē/ only at the
end of a multi-syllable word.

4. might

I might ride my bike.

mīt

might

Underline three-letter /ī/.

The man washed the window.

wĭn dō

win dow

5. window

4

2
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Comprehension & Fluency
The History of Bikes
119.2 The History of the Bike – page 229

Wheels of various sizes
Small rocks

Read the story.
What was a boneshaker? a bike that was very bumpy to ride
Why were the first bikes so bumpy? They had metal wheels
and a metal seat.
How did people try to fix that problem? They made bikes
with big wheels.
What was wrong with the high wheeler bikes? People fell off
of them.
What type of bike is the bike today based upon? the safety
bike

Multi-Sensory Fun
Using various sizes of wheels and small
rocks, conduct an experiment. Which
size of wheel rolls over the bumps most
easily?

Have you ever ridden a bike?
Do you own a bike?
Describe your bike to me.
What color is it?
How many wheels does it have?

Going Deeper

Ride a rickshaw. Many cities have rickshaws in parks or
urban areas as a form of transport for tourists. Ask the
students to build a model rickshaw using LEGO® bricks or
other building toys.

LEGO® bricks or other building toys

Read Aloud
Rickshaw Girl by Mitali Perkins
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Composition
Writing

4 colors of dry-erase markers

Today we will learn a really big word!
Write transportation on the board.

Let’s read this word together. /t-r-ă-n-z/ trans /p-ōr/ por /t-ā/ tā /sh-ŏ-n/ tion transportation
What is transportation?

Underline port.

Port means to carry.

Underline trans.

Trans means across. Therefore transportation is something that carries across a distance. For example, a
bus carries people from one place to the next. A bus is one form of transportation.
What is another form of transportation?

Write the students’ ideas on the board.

trans por ta tion
bus
car

boat

truck

airplane

rickshaw

These are all different forms of transportation.

Describing

Scissors

119.3 Transportation – page 231

Cut out the words. Place them face down in a pile.

Today we will play a game. You will choose a word. Read it
quietly to yourself. Then write a clue on the board and I (or
the class) will try to guess what kind of transportation you are
describing. If we cannot guess, then write another clue.

For example: airplane

Teacher Tip
If this is difficult, modify the activity by
either asking the student to give an oral
description or asking the student to spell
the clue using phonogram tiles.

wings
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Name

119.1 Phonogram Collection

si

augh

ed

oe

ew

wr

ti

cei

oo

ir

ur

gu

ui

au

wor

kn

ey

gn

ph

aw

ear

ie

ei

dge

bu
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119.2 The History of the Bike

Name

The first bike was called
a boneshaker. It had
metal wheels and a
metal seat. As the metal
wheels rolled over rocks
and bumps, the rider’s
bones would shake.

Then the high wheeler
was invented. This bike
had a large wheel in
front and a small wheel
in back.
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The big wheel made
the ride smoother.
However, when the
rider struck a rock, he
flew head first off the
bike. High wheeler
bikes were not safe.
This led to the
invention of the safety
bike. The safety bike
had rubber tires to
go over bumps more
smoothly. The tires
were connected with a
chain. This helped the
rider pedal with ease.
Bikes today look a lot
like the first safety bike.
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119.3 Transportation

bike

car

bus

train

airplane

rickshaw

gondola

motorcycle

truck

boat

sailboat

ship

subway

school bus

dump truck

trike

van

space ship
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119.3 Transportation continued

Game

Game

Game

Game

Game

Game

Game

Game

Game

Game

Game

Game

Game

Game

Game

Game

Game
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